
 
CALGARY’S  

PLAY 
CHARTER 

Calgary is committed to promoting play, providing play opportunities, 
and educating all Calgarians of the importance of play to our community. 

As signatories to this charter, organizations concerned with positive 
childhood development, it is our responsibility to promote, enable, and 

work towards comprehensive play opportunities for all. 
PLAY LOOKS LIKE PLAY SOUNDS LIKE PLAY FEELS LIKE 

✓ Children of all abilities, 
alone or in groups, 
engaged, focused, solving 
problems, having fun. It can 
look physical, imaginary, 
creative, dramatic or social, 
energetic or lethargic.  

✓ Laughter, conflict, 
imaginative stories. It can 
be boisterous or silent.  

✓ Excitement and challenge. It 
can be scary, wondrous, 
doubtful, hesitant, thrilling 
and magnificent.  

WE BELIEVE WE WILL 

✓ Play develops a core set of skills for healthy 
well-being.  
 

✓ Support play that encourages physical, 
emotional and social development.  
 

✓ That play is a vital component of childhood; it 
is freely chosen, personally directed and 
intrinsically motivated. 
 

✓ Understand and communicate that risk is a 
valuable component to play, and we will 
encourage, support and enable play that 
allows children to develop risk-taking skills. 
 
Create environments that children can control 
– providing flexibility in materials and spaces 
that promote inquiry and evoke curiosity. 
 
Embrace the geography and climate of 
Calgary and support children to play outdoors 
all year-round. 
 
Educate and inform adults, using common 
language across all organizations, on the 
importance of play. 
 
Involve children in the decisions that affect 
their lives.  
 
Report on our organization’s experience with 
play.  

✓ Play is fun, uncertain, challenging and 
flexible.  
 

 
✓ 

✓ When children have o,pportunities to play 
they sue creativity, innovation, and reflection 
to learn, experiment, solve problems, create 
new worlds, test boundaries, assess risk, and 
meet challenges. 
 

 
 
✓ 
 
 

✓ Play is a natural state for a child. ✓ 
 
 
✓ 
 
 

✓ 

Accountability Framework  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
We all have an important role in promoting and protecting the child’s right to play.  

Play is fundamental to all aspects of child development and is a key component in preserving 

community and culture. Children’s play presents rich opportunities for their social, physical moral 

and emotional development and as such, must be preserved and protected.  

 
Thank you for becoming a foundational signatory of Calgary’s Play Charter! 

Background 
Beginning in 2013, after The City of Calgary was selected to host the 2017 International Play Association 

Triennial World Conference, a group of organizations under the banner of YYC Plays started meeting to 

discover what play means in Calgary and to develop Calgary’s Play Charter. The Charter is intended to be 

a unifying document outlining why we believe play is important and how, in working together, we can 

create a community that supports and encourages comprehensive play opportunities for all Calgary 

children. With the signing of Calgary’s Play Charter in September, YYC Plays is thrilled to welcome more 

organizations to this exciting work.   

Calgary’s Play Charter  
As a Charter signatory, you have been asked to identify, on behalf of your organization, Three Big Things 

for Play that your organization can do over the next year. Using a collective impact approach seven High 

Leverage Activities have been identified. If we all work on these High Leverage Activities we believe we 

can have the greatest impact on play in Calgary. We ask that each of your Three Big Things fall within 

one of the High Leverage Activities:  

• Advocacy & Promotion 

• Communication & Marketing 

• Partnerships 

• Play Spaces 

• Policy 

• Programs  

• Training 
 
This booklet provides information about the Accountability Framework for Calgary’s Play Charter and 
how we are going to report the impact that we have had working together to change and enhance play 
in Calgary.  
 
A Results Based Accountability approach is being used as the basis for the Accountability Framework. To 
that end, we will report on:  1/ What we did 2/ How well did we do it? 3/ Is anyone better off? 
 
We are planning to have a Play Summit in November 2018, so we ask that your organization submits a 
year-end report by October 1, 2018. Further details are included in this booklet and may be developed 
throughout 2018.   
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2. CALGARY’S PLAY CHARTER ACCOUNTABILITY FRAMEWORK 
Inputs 
 
 
 

High Leverage Activities 
We believe that we can have the 
greatest impact on play in Calgary if we 
work collectively in the following 
areas--  

What we did 
(Outputs) 
All the 3 big things 
for play 

How well did we do? 
(Indicators) 

Calgary’s Play 
Charter 
 
Calgary’s Play 
Charter Signatory 
organizations 
 
YYC Plays 
 
Funders 
 
Parents 
 
Children 
 
Levels of 
Government 

ADVOCACY & PROMOTION 
Work that increases public awareness, 
skills and knowledge that can lead to 
action, in order to change public 

perceptions or effect change. 
 
COMMUNICATION & MARKETING 
Specific tactics to provide information 
on play opportunities to the public and 
YYC Plays organizations. 

 
PARTNERSHIPS 
Efforts by more than one person or 
one group working together to 
advance a common interest in 
supporting/enhancing play. 

 
PLAY SPACES 
Provision of physical spaces where play 
happens. 

 
POLICY/PROCEDURES/PRACTICE 
Principles that guide decision making in 
an organization. 

 
PROGRAMS 
Events, activities, presentations, 
resource development, courses, and 
research that have a specific beginning 
and end undertaken to 
support/enhance play. 

 
TRAINING 
Formal and informal training, tools and 
resources for staff and volunteers that 

enable them to support/enhance play. 
 

# of opportunities 
# of people  
 

% of people that 
report:  
 
An increase in 
awareness 
 
An increase in comfort 
being involved in play 
 
A personal commitment 
to take action 
 
That they will be a 
Champion for play 
 
That the activities were 
valuable 
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Is anyone better off? 
 
 
 

Medium Term Outcomes Long term outcomes 

POPULATION OUTCOMES 
Increase in percentage of children and youth 

who engage in unstructured/unorganized 

active play for several hours a day*. 

Increase in percentage of children and youth 
who report being outdoors for several hours 
a day*. 
 
Increase in percentage of Calgarians that feel 
comfortable incorporating play in their lives. 

 
PROCESS OUTCOMES 
We have a shared understanding and 
language around what we are trying to 
achieve. 
 
Our activities are aligned to increase and 
enhance play in Calgary.  
 
We develop, share and incorporate new 
knowledge into our work.  
 
We work together to develop ongoing play 
priorities for Calgary. 
 
We leverage the expertise and resources of 
Calgary’s Play Charter Signatories. 
 
We report on the impact that working 
together has made.  

Calgarians are aware of the 
importance and value of play. 

 
Parental attitudes shift to 
understand and value play. 
 
A wide variety of play 
opportunities and play spaces 
are available in Calgary. 
 
More resources (funding, 
expertise and collaboration) are 
available in Calgary to deliver 
play initiatives. 
 
A strong, coordinated multi-
sectoral coalition exists to 
support play in Calgary. 

Our community 
values play 
 
 
 
 
All Calgarians have 
an opportunity to 
play 

 

 
*from the ParticipACTION Report Card on Physical Activity for Children and Youth 
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3. HIGH LEVERAGE ACTIVITIES 
A. Advocacy & Promotion 
Work that increases public awareness, skills and knowledge that can lead to action, in order to change 
public perceptions or effect change. 
 
Activity Suggestions 

Play Charter Organizations YYC Plays 

Play awareness and education programs for 
target groups   
 

Develop common language and Key Messages 

Use common language and key messages  
 

 

Provide parental educational programs at the 
same time as children play programs 

 

 
Target groups 
Parents    Funders    
Caregivers   Older Adults 
Educators   Policy Setters 
 
Topics 
Calgary’s Play Charter 
Importance of play  
Value of risk taking 
Incorporating the voice of the child 
Outdoor year-round play 
 
Reporting 

What we did 
OUTPUTS 

How well did we do it? 
 

# of Advocacy & Promotion opportunities 
-parent/caregivers 
-senior staff 
-board members 
-funders 
-policy setters  
 

I am more aware about the importance of play.  
I understand the benefits of risky play. 
I am more aware of the play opportunities 
available in Calgary.  
I know where to go for information about play. 
I am more comfortable with providing/ 
supporting/ funding1 play opportunities. 
I feel more comfortable letting my children 
participate in play.  
I am prepared to take action based on what I 
learned about play. 
I am now more likely to allow my children to 
play more. 
I will share this information with others. 

# of people participating 
-parent/caregivers 
-senior staff 
-board members 
-funders 
-policy setters 

                                                           
1 For items that are underlined choose the appropriate word for the situation. 
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What we did 
OUTPUTS 

How well did we do it? 
 

I will encourage my organization to develop and 
maintain policies/procedures/practices/etc. on 
play. 
I will advocate for play to my organization’s 
leadership/elected officials/funders etc. 
This was a good use of my/my organization’s 

time. 

 
 
B. Communication & Marketing 
Specific tactics to provide information on play opportunities to the public and YYC Plays organizations 
 
Activity Suggestions 

Play Charter Organizations YYC Plays 

Use a variety of methods to communicate to the 
public about play 

Develop common language and Key Messages 
 

Use common key messages to communicate the 
importance of risk-taking during play. 

Develop a web page 

Include YYC Plays key messages in existing 
communications & marketing. 

 

Organizations share marketing information with 
YYC Plays 

 

 
 
Reporting  

What we did 
OUTPUTS 

How well did we do it? 
 

# Communication & Marketing tactics 
 

I am more aware of the importance of play.  
I am more aware of the play opportunities 
available in Calgary 
I know where to go for information about play 
opportunities in Calgary. 
I am more comfortable with providing/ 
supporting/funding play opportunities. 
I feel more comfortable letting my children play.  
I will share this information with others. 
 

# of people reached 
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C. Partnerships 
Efforts by more than one person or one group working together to advance a common interest in 
supporting/enhancing play. 
 
Activity Suggestions 

Play Charter Organizations YYC Plays 

Actively seek strategic partnerships to increase 
play programs and opportunities for our 
clients/customers/members. 

 

Work with partners to increase the variety of play 
programs available and where partners can play 

 

Develop mentoring/mentee relationships with 
experienced organizations. 

 

Share resources with YYC Plays members. Eg. 
Space, clothing, information, research, etc 

 

 
Priority Areas 
Risk in play 
Outdoor year-round play 
Child/Youth engagement 
Intergenerational  
 
Reporting 

What we did 
OUTPUTS 

How well did we do it? 
 

# of new partnerships 
 

This was a good use of my/my organization’s 
time.  
We were able to leverage resources. 
My organization would not have been able to do 
this on our own.  
We will continue to partner. 

# of continuing partnerships 
 

# of staff participating 
 

# of people playing 
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D. Play Spaces 
Provision of physical spaces where play happens. 
 
Activity Suggestions 

Play Charter Organizations YYC Plays 

Look at current spaces in our facility(s) and 
determine how they can be enhanced to 
encourage play 

Investigate opportunities (and funding) for new 
play space development 

Determine how to make new play space 
development easier 

 

Develop and implement communication & 
approval guidelines for play spaces using 
common language and key messages. 

 

 
 
Reporting  

What we did 
OUTPUTS 

How well did we do it? 
 

# of new public play spaces 
 

This play space was a good investment.  
I/my child had fun. 
The play space is exciting, challenging or 
thrilling. 
This play space is easily accessible to me/my 
child(ren).  
The play space allowed me/my child to be more 
active. 
The play space allowed me/my child to be 
creative, solve problems, learn, or have social 
interactions. 
 
 

# of enhanced public play spaces 
 

# of opportunities to engage children in planning 
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E. Policy/Procedures/Practice 
Principles that guide decision making in an organization. 
 
Activity Suggestions 

Play Charter Organizations YYC Plays 

Develop new/review policies and procedures on 
the provision of play in your organization 

 

Develop new/review policies and procedures on 
supporting risk and differentiating risk and hazard 
in play in your organization 

 

Develop new/review policies and procedures on 
outdoor play in your organization 

 

Develop new/review policies and procedures on 
all weather outdoor play for your organization 

 

Develop new/review policies and procedures on 
the roles and responsibilities of staff in your 
organization involved in play development 

 

Develop new/review policies and procedures on 
supporting play as a non-revenue generation 
activity 

 

 
 
Reporting  

What we did 
OUTPUTS 

How well did we do it? 
 

# of new/revised policies/procedures/practices 
 

My organization will share this information with 
others. 
My organization will advocate for play to my 
organization’s leadership/elected officials/ 
funders/etc. 
My organization has increased our commitment 
to play.  
This was a good use of my organization’s time. 
 

# of organizations that have new/revised 
policies/procedures/practices 
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F. Programs 
Events, activities, presentations, resource development, courses, and research that have a specific 
beginning and end undertaken to support/enhance play. 
 
Activity Suggestions 

Play Charter Organizations YYC Plays 

Incorporate play opportunities in our existing 
programs. 

National Play Day- August 1, 2018 

Incorporate new knowledge about play into 
our program development 

Play Summit- 3rd week in November 2018 

Incorporate opportunities for children & 
youth to learn how to and are able to assess 
risk. 

 

Provide programming in a variety of 
alternative settings 

 

 
 
Reporting  

What we did 
OUTPUTS 

How well did we do it? 
 

# of new programs 
 

I am more aware about the importance of play.  
I understand the benefits of risky play. 
This program was a good use of my/my 
child(ren)’s time. 
I/my child(ren) had fun. 
This program was exciting, challenging or 
thrilling. 
This program was easily accessible to me/my 
child(ren).  
The program allowed me/my children to be 
more active. 
The program allowed me/my child(ren) to be 
creative, solve problems, learn, or have social 
interactions. 
 

# of new programs that incorporated an element 
of risk 
 

# of new programs that incorporated an element 
of risk 
 

# of people impacted 
 

# of opportunities for children to participate in 
planning 
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G. Training 

Formal and informal training, tools and resources for staff and volunteers that enable them to 

support/enhance play. 

 

Activity Suggestions 

Play Charter Organizations YYC Plays 

Information about the importance of play is 
included in new hire orientation/posting 

 

New information about play is provided to 
staff and volunteers on an on-going basis 

 

Have a training plan for play across the 
organization (matrix and roles) 

 

On-going conversations with staff and 
volunteers play 

 

Provide training to everyone in the 
organization on play and ask them to see 
how their work can connect 

 

 
 
Reporting  

What we did 
OUTPUTS 

How well did we do it? 
 

# of staff and volunteer training opportunities 
 

I am more aware about the importance of play.  
I understand the benefits of risky play. 
I am more comfortable with providing play 
opportunities. 
I have more skills to incorporate play into my 
work. 
I feel supported in incorporating play into my 
work. 
I am prepared to take action based on what I 
learned about play. 
I have more confidence to incorporate play in 
my work. 
I will share this information with others. 
I will encourage my organization to develop and 
maintain policies/procedures/practices/etc. on 
play. 
I will advocate for play to my organization’s 
leadership/elected officials/funders etc. 
This was a good use of my time. 
I had fun.  
 

# of staff and volunteer trained 
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4. HOW WELL DID WE DO? Evaluation  
 

% of people that report 
 

Statements to ask participants 
(choose at least ONE for each of the Big 
Things that your organization is working on) 

For use when reporting 
on which High Leverage 
Activity 

Use this format:  
Please indicate your level of the agreement for the following statement: __________________ 
Strongly agree/Agree/Disagree/Strongly Disagree 

1. An increase in 
awareness 
 

1a/ I am more aware about the importance 
of play.  
 

A, B, F, G 

1b/ I understand the benefits of risky play. 
 

A, B, F, G 

1c/ I am more aware of the play 
opportunities available in Calgary.  
 

A, B 

1d/ I know where to go for information about 
play. 
 

A, B 

2. An increase in comfort 
being involved in play 
 

2a/ I am more comfortable with providing/ 
supporting/funding/planning2 play 
opportunities. 
 

A, B, G 

2b/ I feel more comfortable letting my 
children play.  
 

A, B 

2c/ I have more skills to incorporate play into 
my work. 
 

G 

2d I feel supported in incorporating play into 
my work. 

G 

3. A personal 
commitment to take 
action 
 

3a/ I am prepared to take action based on 
what I learned about play. 
 

A, G 

3b/ I am now more likely to allow my children 
to play more. 
 

A, B 

3c/ I have more confidence to incorporate 
play in my work. 
 

G 

4. That they will be a 
Champion for play 
 

4a/ I will share this information with others. 
  

A, B, E, G 

4b/ I will encourage my organization to 
develop and maintain policies, procedures, 
practices, etc on play 

A, G 

                                                           
2 For items that are underlined add the appropriate word for your situation. 
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% of people that report 
 

Statements to ask participants 
(choose at least ONE for each of the Big 
Things that your organization is working on) 

For use when reporting 
on which High Leverage 
Activity 

4c/ My organization has increased our 
commitment to play. 
 

E 

4d/ I/my organization will advocate for play 
to my organization’s leadership, elected 
officials, funders etc. 
 

A, E, G 

5.That the activities were 
valuable 
 

5a/ This was a good use of my/my 

child(ren)’s/my organization’s time. 

A, C, E, F, G 

5b/ We were able to leverage resources. 
 

C 

5c/ My organization would not have been 
able to do this on our own. 
 

C 

5d/ We will continue to partner. 
 

C 

5e/ This play space was a good investment.  
 

D 

5f/ I/my child(ren) had fun. 
 

D, F, G 

5g/ This play space/program was exciting, 
challenging or thrilling. 
 

D, F 

5h/ This play space/program was easily 
accessible to me/my child(ren).  
 

D, F 

5i/ The play space/program allowed me/my 
child(ren) to be more active. 
 

D, F 

5j/ The play space/program allowed me/my 
child(ren) to be creative, solve problems, 
learn, or have social interactions. 

D, F 
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Example of a participant feedback form 
 

The Big Thing for Play-    Presentations for parents in the organization. 

High level Activity-   A. Advocacy & Promotion (choose statements from page 11) 

 

 

Participant Feedback Form 
 
We support Calgary’s Play Charter!  
Please take a few minutes to let us know what you thought about your/your child(ren)’s play 
experience today. 
 

As result of your participation in the Play 
presentation today, please indicate the level 
of agreement with the following statements: 
(please pick one for each statement) 

Strongly 
agree 

Agree Disagree 
Strongly 
disagree 

I am more aware about the importance of play.  (1a) 
 

    

I feel more comfortable letting my children play.  (2b) 
 

    

I will share this information with others. (4a) 
    

This was a good use of my time. (5a) 
    

Other, specify____________ 
 

    

Comments: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thank you for your input! 
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5. YYC PLAYS PROCESS OUTCOMES 

Questionnaire #1- Baseline (to be completed at the beginning of the Play Charter Work) 

Organization: __________________________ 

How would you say we are 
doing on the following: 
 

Excellent Doing 
some work 
but we can 
do better 

Fair Just 
Starting 

Nothing is 
happening 

Comments on what we 
could be doing more of 

1. We have a shared 
understanding and language 
around what we are trying to 
achieve. 

 

      

2. Our activities are aligned to 
increase and enhance play in 
Calgary.  

 

      

3. We develop, share and 
incorporate new knowledge 
into our work.  
 

      

4. We work together to 
develop ongoing play 
priorities for Calgary. 
 

      

5. We leverage the expertise 
and resources of Calgary’s 
Play Charter Signatories. 
 

      

6. We report on the impact 
that working together has 
made. 
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YYC Plays Process Outcomes 

Questionnaire #2- Due September 14, 2018 

Organization: __________________________ 

How would you say we (YYC 
Plays) are doing on the 
following: 
 

Excellent Doing 
some work 
but we can 
do better 

Fair Just 
Starting 

Nothing is 
happening 

Being a signatory of 
Calgary’s Play Charter been 
a good use of your 
organization’s resources 
because… (the story) 

1. We have a shared 
understanding and language 
around what we are trying to 
achieve. 

 

      

2. Our activities are aligned to 
increase and enhance play in 
Calgary.  

 

      

3. We develop, share and 
incorporate new knowledge 
into our work.  
 

      

4. We work together to 
develop ongoing play 
priorities for Calgary. 
 

      

5. We leverage the expertise 
and resources of Calgary’s 
Play Charter Signatories. 
 

      

6. We report on the impact 
that working together has 
made. 
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6. REPORTING PROCESS AND TIMELINES  

Principles:    YYC Plays will gather information from organizations and report as a group. 

All signatory organizations are working to do their best to achieve their Three Big Things 

for play; however, it is recognized that unforeseen circumstances may prevent this. 

  All contributions are important and valued.  

We will all work together to develop the Annual Report to report on our work on 

changing and enhancing play in Calgary.  

  

Reporting Process: 1. Pick the Three Big Things for Play that your organization wants to work on this 
year 

    -identify the High Leverage Activity that each is connected to 
 

2. Set up a process to track What you did (Outputs) for your Three Big Things for 
Play 

    -# of opportunities 
-# of people 

      
3. Identify at least ONE statement from the High Leverage Activity to ask for 
each Big Thing for Play (pick from the questions provided on pages 11-12) 
 -identify how you will collect the information 
 -collect and store information 

 
   4. Provide quarterly updates 
 
   5. Submit the Year End Report Form (page 17-19) 
 
Time lines:   

Due What Send to  

December 15, 2017 Your Organization’s Three Big Things for 
play 

 

January 2, 2018 Questionnaire #1- YYC Plays Process 
Outcomes (baseline) 

 

September 6 YYC Plays meeting  
-Play Charter Accountability discussion 
-Brainstorming for 2019 

 

September 14, 2018 
 

Questionnaire #2- YYC Plays Process 
Outcomes (year 1) 

 

Year End Report Form  

October 4, 2018 YYC plays meeting 
-Review of the logic model 
-3 Big things for play 2019  

 

November 20  2018 Play Summit  
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YEAR END REPORT FORM 

Due: September 14, 2018  

Organization: Click or tap here to enter text. 
Completed by: Click or tap here to enter text. Email: Click or tap here to enter text. 
   
Three Big Things for Play: 1. Click or tap here to enter text. 
 2. Click or tap here to enter text. 
 3. Click or tap here to enter text. 

 

PART 1- the numbers 

High Leverage 
Activities 

What you did 
October 2017 - present 

How well did you do? 

# of______ # of 
people 

Statement3 #4 % 
SA5 

% 
A3

 
% 

DA3 

% 
SDA3 

% 
DK3 

A Advocacy and 
Promotion 

          

          

          

          

          

B Communication 
and Marketing 

          

          

          

          

          

C Partnerships           

          

          

          

          

                                                           
3 Identify the statement(s) you asked by as listed on pages 11-12 of the Accountability Framework document. Eg.  ‘I am more aware about the importance of 
play.’  
4 Number of responses 
5 SA- Strongly Agree/A-Agree/DA-Disagree/SDA-Strongly Disagree/DK-Don’t Know 
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High Leverage 
Activities 

What you did 
October 2017 - present 

How well did you do? 

# of______ # of 
people 

Statement3 #4 % 
SA5 

% 
A3

 % 
DA3 

% 
SDA3 

% 
DK3 

D Play Spaces           

          

          

          

          

          

E Policy/ 
Procedures/ 
Practice 

          

          

          

          

          

          

F Programs           

Winter           

Spr/Sum/Fall           

           

          

          

          

G Training           

          

          

 Other, specify           
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PART 2- the narrative 

STORIES: (please share stories about the impacts of your Three Big Things for Play) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PICTURES: (these are great to tell the story of your activity. In order for pictures to be used for our Annual Report or for marketing and communication, they 

need to be general in nature eg. people are seen from behind or as part of a group. Or if they are pictures where individuals are recognizable a photo waiver 

needs to be signed by participants. Please use your organization’s photo waiver and send along with the picture.  

 

OTHER: 

 # Organizations 

Requests for further information 
about Calgary’s Play Charter 

  

Media requests   

Use Calgary’s Play Charter to 
support funding requests 
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7. GLOSSARY 

In this collaborative 
when we use the 
following words 
 

We mean 

Accountability Do what you say you are going to do; being answerable and explainable.  
 

Evaluation A systematic collection and analysis of information in order to see whether a 
program or a project is doing what it set out to do. It lets programs and 
organizations know how they’re doing and helps identify changes that need 
to be made along the way 
 

Indicator A signal that reveals progress (or lack of) toward outcome; a means of 
measuring what happens against what has been planned in terms of quantity, 
quality and timelessness. 
 

Natural play YYC Plays acknowledges that natural play, while usually occurring outside, can 
also occur inside. 
 

Outcomes 
 

Impacts, changes or benefits resulting from activities and outputs.  

Play Play is any behaviour, activity or process initiated, controlled and structured 
by the participant themselves. Play in itself is non- compulsory, driven by 
intrinsic motivation and undertaken for its own sake. Play involves the 
exercise of autonomy, physical, mental or emotional activity, and has the 
potential to take infinite forms, either in groups or alone. These forms will 
change and be adapted throughout one’s lifetime.  
 
The key characteristics of Play are fun, uncertainty, challenge and flexibility. 
Together, these factors contribute to the enjoyment it produces and the 
consequent incentive to continue to play. Play is a fundamental and vital 
dimension of life, as well as an essential component of developing and 
maintaining physical, social, cognitive, emotional and spiritual attributes. 6 

Process Outcomes The Outcomes that are achieved through working together. 
 

Risky, risk, risk-taking YYC Plays is using the term ‘risk-taking’ to describe behaviours or situations 
where children are engaged in play that allows them to take risks, and to test 
and challenge their boundaries 

                                                           
6 Adapted from the definition of Play presented in United Nations Convention of the Rights of the Child General Comment No. 17 on Article 31. 
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